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Tombs and Treasures of the Pyramids! is a narrative-driven sandbox RPG by the award-
winning Heroes of Jack Hills. Download the game for FREE now at or discover the game at
Follow the game at: Join the community at: Game Description: The Ultimate Role-playing and
Exploration Sandbox for Fantasy Grounds! This adaptation of the Heroes of Jack Hills game
pack features two fully-detailed, animated and skippable videos. Check out a brief overview of
the tropes and characters you'll encounter in the game as you brave the harsh desert. And
remember - when you play papertris: tombs and treasures of the pyramids, you're plundering
tombs of real ancient pyramids. How many jackals have you slain so far? Play papertris:
tombs and treasures of the pyramids here: or download it for free from your favourite
download manager here: Don't forget to check out Jack Hills' official game here: Treasury of
the Pharaohs is a game pack by Heroes of Jack Hills. This is a massive collection of antiquities,
they have found those objects whilst raiding Egypt. There are 30 unique items from the
pyramids, tombs, boats, temples, volcanos, etc. A brief video gives you an overview of the
objects in this specialised game pack. The pack is designed to be used with the Fantasy
Grounds sandbox. The pack is hosted on the F.A.T.A.G.E. forum here: This was the first pack I
ever made (from scratch) and I hope you enjoy the videos and pack! It would be great to hear
your comments. *WINNER OF THE DUNGEON CONQUEST CATEGORY* Follow me on my many
different media channels: Our Youtube channel is here : My Facebook page is here:

Features Key:
15 levels of difficulty
Easy, medium or hard mode
4 stages of gameplay
Arrows and gold
Achievements
Challenges

Pirates on Target Game for Windows required and created by Nexon
Pirates on Target Mac game ratings: 

82/100 4.3/5 stars - 972,258 ratings

Google Play Store

Pirates on Target Google Play Store game free and has been brought to you by Nexon
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Pirates on Target Google Play Store game system requirements: 

com.nexon.piratesontarget

Pirates on Target Google Play Store game versions:

1.0.0
1.0.1

Pirates on Target Google Play Store game for

Windows Phone 7.0
Windows Phone 7.1
Windows Phone 8.0

Pirates on Target Google Play Store game last updated:  2018-07-12

Pirates on Target Google Play Store game play directions: 

1. Launch the app
2. Get ready for your first game
3. Select your mode (easy, medium or hard)
4. Load your vital equipment

Share your screenshots using the comment section below!
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